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Selle Italia are one of the big names in
saddles, with a long history. The Novus
originally dates from the 90s and boasted
"engineering by Ferrari", no less. It's back, in
a couple of versions that share the basic
shape of the original but with newer
construction techniques. It's a welcome
return because it's a handsome and – more
importantly – comfortable saddle.

This Kit Carbonio version is slightly lighter than
the Flow model we reviewed recently, which had
titanium rails and a lower price tag.

Find your nearest dealer here
Buy this online here

The Kit Carbonio designation originally meant
(back in 2003) that the saddle rails were made
from vanadium-titanium alloy with a braided
carbon fibre layer over the top, but nowadays the
rails are Carbokeramic, a high-modulus carbon
fibre with a resin containing ceramic particles. I
can't tell you what role those ceramic particles
play, but the resulting characteristics are good.
Some saddles with carbon rails can be harsh and
inflexible, but the Novus has enough give to make
it a comfortable place to spend several hours.

It helps that there's well-positioned padding,
which is firm but with enough give to prevent
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Here's how we roll at road.cc: every
product is thoroughly tested for as long
as it  takes to get a real insight into
whether it  works or not. Our reviewers
are experienced cyclists that we trust
to be objective, and we strive to ensure
that all opinions expressed are backed
up by facts, but reviews are always a
reviewer's informed opinion, not a
definitive verdict. We don't intentionally
try to break anything (except locks) but
we do try to look for weak points in any
design. The overall score is not just an
average of the other scores. It  reflects
both a product's function and value.
Good scores are more common than bad,
because fortunately good products are
more common than bad. Here's what
they mean:

 Perfect

your sit bones getting sore. The shape isn't
dramatically different to other saddles, with a
central cut-out intended to relieve pressure down
there. The nose of the saddle tapers downwards,
and Selle Italia say it is shaped to "help the rider
move forward in order to achieve on optimum
riding position". I can't say I really noticed the
effect of the taper.

As well as a change to the rails, there is more
carbon fibre around the extremities of the saddle,
visible at the front and around the back of the
saddle. This doesn't appear to be structural as it's
thin and quite flexible, but will help to prevent
premature wear in these areas. The downside is
it's prone to scratches – particularly an issue at
the widest point of the saddle, the part that tends
to come into contact with walls when you lean
your bike up.

Like the Novus Flow, there are two sizes of Kit
Carbonio available, and Selle Italia have
developed a system called idmatch for
determining which suits you best (as well as
which of their range of saddles are most likely to
be comfortable for a particular cyclist). The
system uses some key biometric measurements
as well as details of the type of riding. I didn't
have the chance to test this system,
unfortunately, although it's available at their
dealers worldwide. Saddles are a personal thing
and what suits one rider can be agony for
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Latest blogs

Training a dog to ride an elephant – and
for a great cause

Transcontinental Race report. Pt1. Build
up and prep.

Riding away for the first time

We asked: what would you put on a
helmet? And you delivered.

Livall Bling: the helmet with how many
functions?

another; the idmatch system sounds like a useful
means of reducing the guesswork.

For help choosing the right saddle, check out our
buyer's guide

Weighing in at 200g, it's a fairly light saddle. That
said, for a carbon-railed model at this price point
it isn't the lightest available – there are plenty
available between 150g and 200g. If weight is your
primary concern (and budget most definitely
isn't), Selle Italia have the SLR Tekno, which
manages to get down to half the weight of the
Novus by the cunning technique of doing away
with any padding at all. Tempted? I'm not.

The top is covered by a material called Fibra-Tek
which seems pretty hardwearing, and I found it
allowed me to move around as I needed. You can
get saddles designed with low-friction material
for easy sliding around, while at the other
extreme Prologo feature the tiny suckers of the
CPC system, designed to anchor you in place. It's
fair to say that there's no real consensus on how
slidey you want your saddle to be, but Fibra-Tek
worked for me.

Those two slivers of carbon fibre on the top don't
appear to do anything except look fancy – they're
pretty flexible so they certainly don't contribute
to the structure. Still, it's a good-looking design,
it's well made, and I found it very comfortable.
The only reason I'd hesitate to buy it is that the
Flow model isn't that much heavier and it's a
third cheaper. That's probably the one I'd opt for.

Verdict

Handsome, well made and comfortable race
saddle – recommended

road.cc test report
Make and model: Selle Italia Novus Kit Carbonio
saddle

Size tested: Black, L

Tell us what the product is for, and who it's aimed at.
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Events coming up

The Oxford to Cambridge Bike Ride
2015
September 19, 2015 - 06:30

Wiggle New Forest 100 Saturday
September 19, 2015 - 07:30

Ride25 Tour No.3 Geneva-Milan
September 19, 2015 - 09:00

REVOLVE24 | BRANDS HATCH, KENT,
UK
September 19, 2015 - 15:00

Healthspan GBG NightRide 2015
September 19, 2015 - 18:00

View all of road.cc's activity on Strava »

road.cc
Week of Sep 14, 2015 - Sep
20, 2015

3157
RIDES  

81,795.4km

DISTANCE  

3352h 24m

TIME
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What do the manufacturers say about it? How does
that compare to your own feelings about it?
Born to win.
A re-born saddle from the 90s reappears in a brand
new version. The saddle is shaped to help the rider
move forward in order to achieve on optimum riding
position.

Tell us some more about the technical aspects of the
product?
*Size Large: 146mm x 278mm (WxL)
*Size Small: 137mm x 275mm (WxL)
Weights: 200g Large, 190g Small
Our large version weighed in at 201g.
RAIL/ CarboKeramic ø 7x9 mm
USE/ Road/Offroad

Rate the product for quality of  construction:

Rate the product for performance:

Rate the product for durability:

Rate the product for weight, if  applicable:

It's by no means a heavy saddle but it is heavier than
most at this price point. Not by an amount that would
prevent me from buying it, but if you're weight-
conscious it's something to bear in mind.

Rate the product for comfort, if  applicable:

My fussy posterior enjoyed this test very much indeed -
even though I was meant to be assessing the saddle's
performance, I kept forgetting about it, even on longer
rides, and that's an unusual and very positive thing.

Rate the product for value:

It's an expensive saddle, no doubt, so value will
depend on whether or not you get on with it. I did, so I
think it's a fair price given the quality and weight.

Tell us how the product performed overall when
used for its designed purpose
Very well -  it was that rare saddle that you fit and then
realise you've not thought about once during a ride.

Tell us what you particularly liked about the product
Decent combination of weight and comfort.

Tell us what you particularly disliked about the
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Velocio unveils Helen
Wyman signature
cyclocross clothing
collection
Cyclocross star puts here
name to a collection of
cyclocross clothing

FEATURE

Trend Spotting: Should
you buy an aero
helmet?
Will swapping your lid
make you faster?

product
That it got written off in a crash (which would have
probably have done the same to any saddle short of a
Brooks).

Did you enjoy using the product? Yes

Would you consider buying the product? Yes

Would you recommend the product to a friend? Yes

Overall rating: 8/10
About the tester

Age: 37  Height: 190cm  Weight: 78kg

I usually ride:   My best bike is:

I've been riding for: Over 20 years  I ride: Most days  I
would class myself as: Expert

I regularly do the following types of riding: road
racing, time trialling, cyclo-cross, commuting, touring,
club rides, sportives, general fitness riding,
fixed/singlespeed, mountain biking
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